The value of working together

Let us show you how we are saving pharmacies thousands of dollars every month with a simple demonstration!

Customer Care
Integration
Automation
Workflow Support
Bottom Line

This isn't just automation, it's an ongoing relationship that ensures our partner pharmacies are thriving and efficient in every stage of business. **Customer Care is everything to DOSIS.**

Regardless of your style of pharmacy operation or which pharmacy management software you use, we will customize a seamless system to match your needs using the flexibility of our technology.

Our pharmacies see up to **80% of their blister card volume automated by DOSIS Systems**, whether those pharmacies produce 5,000 or 250,000 cards per month.

DOSIS Systems **strives to understand what works best in YOUR pharmacy FIRST** and then customizing a solution specifically for that need.

DOSIS Systems has proven results from hundreds of pharmacies across the country **improving workflow efficiencies, increasing output production and proving to be the more profitable solution!**